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“Sue MacLaine's Still Life: An Audience with Henrietta Moraes fully finds a way to express its 
content through form. Truly special”
Donald Hutera, The Times 4*

“quite wonderful, sparking looping avenues of enquiry on the technical and emotional relationship 
between the artist and the subject of art.”
Fest Magazine

“The setting, cocooned from the outside world, invites creative juices to overflow without 
embarrassment while MacLaine’s performance holds us spellbound.”
Metro 4*

The words – disconnected, sometimes inconsequential – are only one thread in this show, which 
is not a biography in a traditional sense but involves the undressing of a woman who was a model  
for Lucian Freud and Francis Bacon. MacLaine stands before us naked, and poses to allow us to 
draw her. The show is all in the gaze. In real life, Moraes was mostly drawn by men, yet at the 
performance I was at, we were mostly women.

It changes the nature of looking, and is like a reclamation of sorts…the meaning of Still Life is 
discovered not in the words but simply in "letting the hand do what the eye sees". Interesting 
stuff.”
Lyn Gardner, The Guardian

“A model for and lover of various Bohemian artistic characters, Henrietta Moraes lived a very, 
very interesting life. And this biographical monologue is a perfect way to understand her. Actress 
Sue MacLaine is warm, funny, cruel and cynical. She’s also naked, and the audience is 
encouraged to sketch her throughout the performance. What sounds like a gimmick is actually an 
integral part of the play, an element that allows us a chance to see Moraes through art, as she 
was seen when she was alive. The writing is stunning, from the well structured witty opening 
stories, to the tragic, poetic end, but beyond that, MacLaine transformed herself into Moraes. Her 
performance, which starts out feeling dramatic, becomes the character; she felt completely real.”
Three Weeks 5/5

A selection of Audience Comments 1- 26 August 2012

“Two women, strong, confident, vulnerable. I want a season ticket!”

“First life drawing class and one of the most enjoyable things I’ve ever done. Imaginative and 
brave.”

“Beautifully acted, like a poem about someone’s life. Very moving in the depiction of a soul”

“Quite an astounding piece of work in both conception and performance”

“As beautifully written as it was performed – an intimate portrait in every way”

“Loved the mix of monologue and drawing; seemed almost too short an experience”


